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Foreword
In 2013, the IPCC published a report on the Metropolitan Police Service’s
handling of race discrimination complaints, following some well-publicised
cases. This revealed some significant weaknesses in complaints handling in
general, which were even more acutely revealed in dealing with
discrimination allegations. We therefore decided to examine the way the
other three large English metropolitan forces – West Midlands, Greater
Manchester and West Yorkshire – deal with allegations in relation to any kind
of discrimination: including race, disability, age, gender and sexual
orientation.
This report sets out the findings, and they are stark. In general, and
particularly in relation to complaints that come from members of the public,
these complaints are poorly handled from beginning to end – in relation to the
way the complaint is investigated, the conclusions drawn and, importantly,
the contact with the complainant. Only 94 of the 170 complaints from the
public were investigated, and none of the discrimination allegations were
upheld. By contrast, where discrimination allegations had been raised by
other officers, other external parties, over half of these were upheld. It is of
course welcome that some police officers are themselves prepared to
challenge colleagues, but allegations from the public need to be taken
equally seriously and dealt with effectively.
Increasingly, complaints are dealt with by local officers, not specialist
professional standards departments, and the quality of complaint handling at
local level is clearly worse. This is scarcely surprising, as officers have not
received sufficient training, regularly refreshed, on how to deal with such
allegations, particularly when they relate to perceptions of discrimination,
rather than overt discriminatory or derogatory language. Yet these are crucial
issues for the police service. Dealing effectively with public complaints in
general is a crucial part of increasing public confidence. But for particular
sections of the community, likely to be more distrustful of the police, or more
vulnerable – or both – they are a litmus test of confidence in policing as a
whole, and of the police’s understanding of the communities they serve.
We are very grateful to the focus groups, for providing such important input
from the point of view of service users. We are also grateful to the three
professional standards departments, both for their cooperation and their
willingness to learn. It is clear that much more training and support is needed,
and we will continue to work with forces, and with Police and Crime
Commissioners (PCCs), the College of Policing and other bodies to provide
information, influence training and standards, and monitor outcomes. This
report will inform our review of our guidance to police forces on dealing with
allegations of discriminatory behaviour later this year. Crucially, both we and
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the police service need to establish and learn from engagement with the
communities directly affected. It is a key part of our strategy for the future,
and it should also be central to the work of police and policing bodies.
The IPCC is growing, but the great majority of the 30 000 police complaints
made every year will continue to be dealt with by the police. This piece of
work, and others we are planning, is a vital part of our obligation to improve
complaints handling, and public confidence in it – by examining what is
actually happening on the ground, and putting forward positive proposals to
address gaps and weaknesses. We look forward to continuing to work with
stakeholders within and outside policing as we develop our capacity to do
this.
Dame Anne Owers
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Introduction
1.

Valuing diversity and dealing effectively with discrimination is central to
the Independent Police Complaints Commission (IPCC)’s work. Our
Statutory Guidance on the handling of complaints, conduct matters and
death or serious injury matters, which we have issued to all police
forces, includes specific guidance on handling allegations of
discriminatory behaviour1. In addition, the Home Office’s guidance on
standards of professional behaviour, and more recent Code of Ethics
for police officers stresses the need for equality, and for recognising
diversity.

2.

The National Policing Improvement Agency (now defunct) produced an
Equality Standard in 2009, providing baselines for service delivery,
aiming to recognise diversity and tackle disproportionality. The College
of Policing is piloting a new approach called the Equality Improvement
Model.

3.

The Equality Act 2010 requires that ‘public authorities’ – which includes
the IPCC and the police – eliminate unlawful discrimination of ‘protected
characteristics’ groups. There are nine protected characteristics:
 Age

 Disability

 Gender reassignment

 Marriage and civil
partnership

 Pregnancy and maternity

 Race

 Religion and belief

 Sex

 Sexual orientation
4.

The IPCC has a statutory duty to secure and maintain public confidence
in the police complaints system in England and Wales, under the Police
Reform Act (PRA) 2002.

5.

In July 2013, the IPCC published a report about how the Metropolitan
Police Service (MPS) handled allegations of racism. Our review
explored how effective the MPS was in dealing with all kinds of
allegations, and whether its systems and procedures were enough to
ensure complainants received a fair and transparent service. This
revealed a number of concerns about complaint handling and
investigation generally, but raised specific concerns about the way it

1

The IPCC will be reviewing this guidance this financial year.
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investigated allegations of racism.
6.

Following this review we wanted to find out if this is also the case in
other areas of the country, to ensure that we were not London-centric in
our focus. We widened the scope to cover all areas of discrimination
and decided to look into the next three largest police forces: Greater
Manchester Police (GMP), West Yorkshire Police (WYP) and West
Midlands Police (WMP).

7.

This report aims to establish if these forces are investigating complaints
of discrimination effectively and to consider what the police, and the
IPCC, can do to improve the public’s experience of making such
complaints. This report will inform a full review of our guidance on
dealing with allegations of discriminatory behaviour later this year.

The complaints framework
8.
The police are required to follow standards of professional behaviour,
which are set out in Schedule 2 of the Police (Conduct) Regulations
2012. If they fail to follow these standards, they can face misconduct
proceedings. Concerning equality and diversity, the standards state
that:
“Police officers act with fairness and impartiality. They do not
discriminate unlawfully or unfairly.”
9.

For the police – as for members of the public – racial harassment, and
certain forms of discriminatory treatment, may also be criminal
offences, either alone or as aggravating factors.

10.

The PRA and the IPCC’s Statutory Guidance to police forces (first
issued in 2005 and reissued in 2010 and 2013) recognise that the
police will deal with the majority of complaints, including those alleging
discrimination. In many cases, this means front-line supervisory officers
rather than professional standards departments.

11.

The IPCC’s guidance recognises that complaints of discrimination can
cover a range of degrees of seriousness. At the lower end, complaints
can be resolved locally (i.e. without formal investigation) but this
requires a dialogue with the complainant to establish what, in their view,
would be a satisfactory outcome. More serious allegations have to be
formally investigated, and any allegation of criminality or misconduct
aggravated by race, or any other discrimination, must be referred to the
IPCC.

12.

The guidance sets out a number of key principles for investigators
dealing with allegations of discrimination. They reflect good practice for
dealing with complaints in general, as well as the specific requirements
where there is an allegation of discriminatory treatment. These
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principles include:
 The process for handling allegations of discriminatory behaviour
should be proportionate and fair.
 Investigations, especially those that might have an impact on
wider communities, should be carried out openly and
transparently.
 The guidance places particular emphasis on the need to look for
evidence to draw conclusions from, recognising that it is unlikely
an officer or police staff member will make admissions if they fear
dismissal might be the result.
 It is rare that objective evidence of direct discrimination exists. In
some investigations it might be reasonable to look at a pattern of
behaviour and to consider whether this pattern supports an
allegation of discriminatory behaviour.
 Recognition should be given where it is indicated that the officer
or staff member behaved with integrity, but the actions
nevertheless affected the complainant unfairly. An officer accused
of discrimination might not always face misconduct; in some
circumstances, they will be given training or support to learn from
the experience, to avoid repeating the behaviour that caused the
complaint.
 Where an allegation is proven, and there is significant detriment
to the complainant or clear evidence of discriminatory behaviour
or attitude, this would almost invariably lead to formal misconduct
proceedings.
 The aim of the investigation is to find out if anything has gone
wrong and the investigator must establish the facts. A fair
investigation should lead to conclusions and recommendations
that are evidence based. The investigator must look at the full
range of evidence impartially and without any presumptions about
the complainant, the police officer, or staff member. Conclusions
should be based on the balance of probabilities. An effective
investigation should be based on the assumption that the
complainant made the complaint in good faith.
 An important factor in determining how to proceed, and in being
consistent, is to assess how serious the allegation is. This should
be reassessed as more information becomes available. The
guidance sets out a number of factors that can be considered,
although it makes clear that these are neither definitive nor
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prescriptive.
13.

This guidance sets out key principles to assist investigators in dealing
with allegations of discrimination, rather than being an exhaustive list.
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Executive summary
14.

This report set out to evaluate how three forces handle complaints
about discrimination. While there were some examples of good
practice, we found that all three forces are failing at every stage of the
process to investigate discrimination allegations properly, in a
customer-focused way.

15.

We have set out the problems at each stage of the process below. This
includes the early stage decision making, assessments of seriousness
(including formal severity assessments), the quality of local resolution
and investigation, communicating the outcome and rationale, and the
final outcome. However, some key themes emerge alongside the
quality of the investigation itself.

16.

Conduct matters raised within the service itself were far better handled
than complaints from the public, even though there were issues with
conduct investigations as well. No discrimination allegations from
members of the public were upheld after investigation, compared to just
over half of the conduct investigations.

17.

We came across numerous examples that seemed to show that
internally reported conduct is taken more seriously than complaints.
Only internally reported conduct matters resulted in misconduct
proceedings. This, combined with the number of complaint
investigations where the officer was believed rather than the
complainant, leads to the inevitable conclusion that an officer is more
likely to be believed and taken seriously than a member of the public.
This is further supported by the fact that a number of complaints that
were withdrawn were not continued as conduct matters and ought to
have been.

18.

The quality and outcome of complaints investigations local divisions
carried out were much poorer than those professional standards
departments (PSDs) handled. This finding echoes what we found in the
review of MPS handling of allegations of racism last year. It appears to
be a combination of a lack of training and the conflict of handling
complaints at the same time as being involved in operational policing.

19.

There appears to be an over-reliance on local resolution, which is not
usually suitable for handling complaints of discrimination.

20.

The lack of regular, up-to-date, frontline training in diversity issues lies
behind many complaints. The police in these force areas do not appear
to have a good understanding of the diverse communities they serve. A
significant proportion of the complaints we sampled were against the
roads policing division. Street stops generated the next largest category
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of complaints.
21.

The police complaints system is extremely complicated and we have
publically said that it needs to be simplified. However, the focus groups
we held in local communities were keen for the police to explore options
for better access and support, such as advocacy schemes, particularly
concerning discrimination complaints.

Early stages
22.

Forces have a duty under equality legislation to properly record the
protected characteristics of complainants, so any difference in
treatment can be explored. This information was missing in over a
quarter of cases about discrimination we sampled. This means there
are serious gaps in any analysis or checks and balances forces carry
out.

23.

We accept it is not always easy to gather the information, as some
complainants choose not to give this information. WMP sent forms with
letters in an attempt to find out the ethnicity of complainants, and had a
better recording rate than the other forces. If contact is made with the
complainant as a matter of course, to understand the nature of the
discrimination, this is a perfect opportunity to ask demographic
questions, explain why the information is needed, and what will happen
to it.

24.

Finding: a quarter of discrimination cases sampled had no
information about protected characteristics.

25.

Recommendation one: forces should improve recording of
information about protected characteristics for complaints

26.

The Investigating Officer (IO) contacted complainants in only 82 per
cent of progressed complaint cases. In some cases, no effort was made
to contact the complainant while in others the IO had made an effort to
do so. Attempts should be made in all cases, unless there are very
good, well documented reasons why it is not possible or should not be
done. Depending on the allegations, face to face meetings may be
necessary and should always be considered, particularly in the case of
perception-based allegations. When contact was made, there was a
meaningful attempt to engage with the complainant in only 32 per cent
of cases. In order to conduct a local resolution or investigation that
genuinely addresses the complaint, an IO needs to understand the full
circumstances from the complainant’s point of view and why they
believe they were discriminated against.

27.

Finding: in nearly one in five progressed complaint cases,
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complainants were not directly contacted, and in only a third of
contact cases was the contact meaningful.
28.

Recommendation two: meaningful contact should be attempted in
all cases. If contact is unsuccessful, the reasons should be
recorded.

Assessing the seriousness of the complaint/conduct matter
29.

There were misjudgements at the early stages of complaint handling
that affected the subsequent path of the complaint.

30.

All cases should be assessed for seriousness, including a proper
severity assessment2 where appropriate. We found that many cases
had no assessment and those that did were too often not at the correct
level, or lacked a clear rationale. This is very important, as it shapes
how the local resolution or investigation is conducted.

31.

Assessments were not at the correct level because they did not take
into account all the points that should be considered at this stage. For
example, in 82 per cent of progressed cases, gravity factors were not
applied and/or the disciplinary and complaints history of the officer
concerned was not considered. Our guidance explains the importance
of using these factors in discrimination cases, not least because these
cases are often the most difficult to assess (a full description of gravity
factors is at paragraph 102).

32.

The focus groups recommended that the police force regularly reviews
officer records to check for allegations of discriminatory behaviour.
GMP told us that it has a system in place that makes the PSD aware if
a certain number of allegations of a particular nature are made against
an officer. We are aware of other forces having schemes in place where
a certain number of complaints about an officer within a given time
period triggers a review. These types of system will help to identify any
patterns of behaviour, and it is important to take action where there is
recurring unacceptable behaviour. If an officer’s history is always
checked when assessing the seriousness of an allegation, this will
identify patterns of behaviour.

33.

Finding: assessments of seriousness were in general inadequate.
In eight out of ten cases, gravity factors and the officer’s history
were not considered.

34.

Recommendation three: all complaints should be assessed for
seriousness and the outcome recorded. It should be clear that the

2

Whether the conduct, if proved, would constitute misconduct or gross
misconduct.
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gravity factors and the officer’s history have been taken into
account.
35.

We also found examples of cases that should have been referred to the
IPCC. This was not specifically within the scope of this work, but we will
remind forces of the referral criteria for discrimination and we are also
doing further work in this area later in the year.

Local resolution and investigations
36.

Too many cases were locally resolved when it was not appropriate to
do so. In addition, the quality of the local resolutions was poorer than
that of investigations.

37.

Local resolution can be used in certain circumstances, but allegations
of discrimination are such serious matters that it is unlikely to be
appropriate for most cases. We found that local resolution was
unsuitable in 42 per cent of the local resolutions we sampled. This was
mostly because the gravity factors had not been considered when
assessing seriousness (see above). In particular, the forces found it
difficult to handle perception-based complaints3.

38.

The use of local resolution, particularly for perception-based
complaints, gives the strong impression that the complainant’s
perception has been dismissed before it has been looked into. In
addition, locally resolved complaints do not routinely form part of line
management monitoring and none of these forces operate a system
whereby a high number of local resolutions automatically triggers a
review.

39.

We also found many local resolutions were not of sufficient standard,
with a lack of resolution or recording of outcomes. Too many lacked
accounts from officers providing an explanation to the complainant.
Officer history was rarely considered, and this could mean that valuable
opportunities to spot patterns are missed. In addition, the King
Formula4, which is a method of reaching objective conclusions on
whether discrimination has occurred, was rarely used.

40.

Many investigations were also insufficient, failing to follow IPCC
guidance. The overall quality of investigations was below what is
necessary on any investigation, let alone one into discrimination.
Reasonable lines of enquiry were often missed, such as failing to take

3

Those complaints where an officer’s actions are perceived to have been
motivated by discrimination, but which do not contain any overt actions or
language.
4
See paragraph 122 for a full description of the King Formula
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accounts from witnesses or officers. The accounts taken were rarely
probing and, in some cases, officers were not even asked to respond to
the allegation. There was not always evidence that the balance of
probabilities was applied. There was also little evidence of using the
King Formula or following the IPCC guidance, specifically written to
assist forces in investigating these cases. Since it is inherently difficult
to investigate discrimination cases, particularly those based on
perception, it is very important to do so carefully and properly.
41.

Cases dealt with at divisional level were of significantly worse quality
than those professional standards departments handled. The quality of
half the investigations at local level and two-thirds of local resolutions
was unacceptable.

42.

Finding: local resolution was used inappropriately in 42 per cent
of local resolutions sampled. 60 per cent of local resolutions and
44 per cent of investigations, and an even higher percentage of
those handled at division level, did not meet basic standards or
use the appropriate tests and guidance.

43.

Recommendation four: the IPCC guidance on dealing with
allegations of discriminatory behaviour should be used in all
cases, with clear evidence that the officer’s account has been
taken, probed, their history considered, appropriate evidence
gathered, comparisons used, and the King Formula considered.
There should be clear documentation of the reason why any of
these actions are not taken.

Withdrawn complaints
44.

If a complainant withdraws their complaint or stops cooperating with an
investigation, this does not mean they agree the incident did not
happen. Regardless of the fact that the complainant no longer wishes to
be involved, if the complaint indicates that there might have been
misconduct, it should be investigated further. If a complainant stops
cooperating with an investigation, they are not withdrawing their
complaint. If their lack of cooperation means the investigation is unable
to progress, it must be discontinued.

45.

Finding: when complaints were withdrawn, possible conduct
matters were not usually followed up. Around half of the
complaints recorded as withdrawn should have been followed up
as conduct matters.

46.

Recommendation five: handling of withdrawn/non-cooperation
complaints must always follow the legislation and a formal record
kept about whether the matter will continue as a conduct matter
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and, if not, the reason why.
Outcomes
47.

It is commendable that, in a number of the cases we examined, police
officers and staff had reported their colleagues. However, there
appeared to be fewer such instances in WYP.

48.

Of the 170 complaints we examined, only 94 were investigated, rather
than locally resolved or not progressed. None of those 94 complaints
investigations were upheld on the discrimination aspect of the
complaint. By contrast, just over half of the conduct investigations were
upheld. While not directly comparable, the evidence from police
complaints data as a whole for these forces suggests that the general
rate of upheld complaint allegations is between 11 and 13 per cent.

49.

In a quarter of investigations, we could not decide if the outcome was
appropriate because the investigation was too inadequate to explain the
findings, or the records of the investigation were too poor.

50.

The IPCC’s guidance on how to reach appropriate conclusions in
dealing with allegations of discriminatory behaviour was not followed in
the majority of cases, including using the King Formula, which was
used in just under a quarter of investigations.

51.

Finding: none of 94 investigated complaints from the public had
the discrimination aspect of the complaint upheld, compared to
just over half in conduct matters. In a quarter of investigations,
findings were not based on evidence, and in general the balance
of probabilities was not applied correctly and IPCC guidance not
followed.

52.

Recommendation six: decisions at the end of a complaint/conduct
matter should always be based on the balance of probabilities,
weighing up evidence both for and against the allegation. Where it
is the word of the officer against the complainant, the other
evidence available should be assessed to find out whether it
supports one version over the other. The IPCC guidance on
dealing with allegations of discriminatory behaviour should be
used in all cases.

Quality in communicating final decisions
53.

The outcomes reached and the way they were communicated did not
take a customer-focused approach, using plain language and
demonstrating impartiality.

54.

Sixty-two per cent of final decisions on complaints were presented in a
way that would be unlikely to build the complainant’s confidence in the
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standard of the local resolution or investigation, even in cases where, in
fact, they were done well. Decisions were sometimes poorly phrased,
unclear, showed a lack of impartiality, or were clearly based on
templates. The evidence and findings on non-discrimination matters
were communicated better, but the forces struggled when explaining
their rationale concerning discrimination allegations, if they were
addressed at all. This could be a lack of confidence, or a lack of
knowledge.
55.

Finding: nearly two-thirds of decisions were not communicated
well to the complainant, and rationale for discrimination findings
was particularly poor.

56.

Recommendation seven: decision letters should meet the basic
standards of written communication – clear language,
personalised, and with a genuine intent to explain the decision.

57.

Recommendation eight: decision letters should contain
comprehensive rationale for the decisions made in the case –
explaining how the balance of probabilities has been applied, and
how evidence has been weighed. Where a discrimination
allegation has been made, this aspect must be specifically
addressed and a conclusion reached.

Conduct of misconduct proceedings
58.

We were concerned that, because of the inferior quality of
investigations, some cases which had the potential to merit misconduct
proceedings were undermined. Past histories were not always
considered.

59.

When cases did result in proceedings, those proceedings sometimes
seemed not to appreciate the seriousness of discrimination, how
damaging this behaviour can be for a police force’s reputation, and that
a poor response to discriminatory behaviour sends the wrong message
to officers.

60.

We share the concerns of the focus groups about independence and
transparency of misconduct panels. Their comments also mirror calls
for greater transparency and independence in police disciplinary
proceedings. The Home Office is currently reviewing police disciplinary
procedures and the IPCC formally responded to their consultation in
August 2013.

61.

We have no jurisdiction over misconduct proceedings, so are unable to
make formal recommendations, but we urge forces to review the
training they give line managers and hearing panels on how to conduct
misconduct proceedings in accordance with the legislation, so that they
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hold officers to the Standards of Professional Behaviour. We also think
that line managers and hearing panel members should receive an input
on handling discrimination cases and the messages that poor handling
of these cases can send to both officers and communities. We also
suggest that forces and their PCCs discuss the role that PCCs can play
in ensuring misconduct proceedings are conducted in accordance with
the legislation.
62.

Finding: disciplinary proceedings did not always appreciate the
seriousness of discrimination and lacked sufficient transparency
and independence.

Training
63.

Overall, it was clear from both the PSDs and the focus groups that
there was a lack of training on diversity issues. This lack of training both
results in complaints, and is also the reason for poor handling of those
complaints and any subsequent misconduct proceedings. These
messages are similar to many of the issues we identified in the
Metropolitan Police Service and highlight two major areas of work
needed.

64.

Finding: there is insufficient training in diversity, and this both
results in complaints and means that they are not well handled.

Front line officers and staff
65.

The overwhelming feedback from the focus groups was that the police
do not understand the communities they serve, a feeling supported by
our file sampling. While diversity is included in all new officer training,
none of the forces described involving their local communities.

66.

All three forces confirmed that there is no regular scheduled refresher
training – further training would only occur if there was another change
in legislation.

67.

Greater continuous development and training is required. Using local
community expertise in training could help build understanding and also
confidence.

68.

Recommendation nine: forces should consider overhauling their
induction training, working with their local communities, so that
front line officers get the knowledge they need to serve their
communities with sensitivity.

69.

Recommendation ten: refresher training should not just be
dictated by legislation change, but should occur regularly.

70.

Recommendation eleven: any change of role can lead to a
different requirement for diversity awareness and an officer’s/staff
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member’s diversity training background should be reviewed
regularly so their training remains fit for purpose.
Complaints handling officers and staff
71.

Many complaints based on perception are reinforced by an apparent
lack of understanding during the investigation. Staff need support in
understanding what is different and what is required in discrimination
investigations.

72.

Two of the forces do not provide new IOs with any training. None of the
forces provide their divisional IOs with any training on handling
complaints.

73.

The IPCC is revising its guidance on handling allegations of
discrimination, but PSDs and forces in general should be following the
existing guidance if they are going to improve their handling of
complaints.

74.

Recommendation twelve: forces should create a standard
induction package for all complaint-handling staff/officers, both at
PSD and division. Handling allegations of discrimination should
be an explicit part of that package, working with local communities
to develop the package.

75.

Recommendation thirteen: PSDs should introduce a quality
assurance system for discrimination cases local divisions handle,
particularly after the delivery of the new training package.

Access to the complaints system
76.

The IPCC’s Public Confidence Survey 2011 showed that young people
and black and minority ethnic (BME) groups have lower confidence in
the complaints system. The focus groups strongly recommended that
the police engage more with communities, in particular, to explore how
to make a complaint in more innovative and inclusive ways. For
example, they suggested that information films should be produced and
shared with community groups. They also suggested contacting groups
that might be ‘hidden’ from the police complaints system, such as
asylum seekers. They recommended more information should be given
to religious institutions, community groups, and shelters – places where
people go to seek guidance when they are in distress. They also
suggested that more information should be available in prisons and
detention units – places where people are more likely to have had
recent police contact. They also suggested that ‘know your rights
charters’ and complaint statistics should be visible in police stations.

77.

We recognise that the police complaints system is complicated. One
way to address this would be a dedicated advocacy service, similar to
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the service that is linked to the NHS and the General Medical Council
(GMC), which helps people to raise concerns.
78.

We are aware that there are current initiatives in forces to fund groups
to assist people in reporting hate crime – it might be possible to expand
these initiatives to include assisting people in reporting discrimination
complaints.

79.

We are aware that there are significant budgetary constraints on forces
at this time, which makes it very difficult to initiate new schemes with
significant start-up costs, particularly because it is important that any
initiative is sustainable. This clearly requires greater consideration from
forces and PCCs.

80.

Finding: the complaints system is complex and often difficult to
access, particularly for those most likely to need to complain
about discrimination.

81.

Recommendation fourteen: forces should consider ways of
making the complaints system more readily accessible,
particularly to groups which might face discrimination, engaging
with their local communities to explore alternative avenues. We
suggest that PCCs should be involved in discussions about this.

Complaints handling monitoring
82.

The focus groups also recommended that closed cases are reviewed
on a regular basis. PCCs have a responsibility to ensure that the Chief
Officer meets their responsibilities, one of which is that complaints
against police are appropriately handled. We are aware of a number of
schemes that some PCCs have implemented, or are considering
implementing, to that effect. A number of these schemes involve
members of the local community, a suggestion that was supported at
the focus groups. File sampling of closed cases was something that a
number of Police Authorities did regularly and one focus of such
schemes could be to look specifically at complaints of discrimination.

83.

Finding: monitoring complaints handling is important good
practice.

84.

Recommendation fifteen: forces should consult with their PCC
and local community groups on constructing a review scheme for
closed cases. We suggest that the core issues around complaints
handling that this project has identified are the priority areas for
the scheme.
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Methodology
Focus groups
85.

We held focus groups in the West Midlands, West Yorkshire and
Greater Manchester areas, led by the areas’ respective Commissioners
– James Dipple-Johnstone, Derrick Campbell and Cindy Butts. We
invited people who either had a professional interest in the investigation
of discrimination or who act as representatives of communities with
protected characteristics. We had attendance from the following groups,
as well as some prominent individuals who attended in their own right
as experts in the field:

Greater Manchester
 Greater Manchester Coalition of Disabled People
 South Manchester People First
 Rethink Mental Illness
 The Lesbian and Gay Foundation
Follow-up visits to groups unable to attend on the day:
 Manchester Council for Community Relations
 Multi Agency Refugee Integration in Manchester
West Midlands
 Roshni
 Lozells Methodist Church
 Continental Star FC
 United in Building in Legacy
 West Midlands Faiths Forum
 Council of Black Led Churches
 1B Outreach
 Mikey Powell campaign
West Yorkshire
 Leeds Race Card Project
 Reach Out LGBT Support
 African Women’s Support Group Wakefield
 Khidmat
 Just West Yorkshire
 Victim Support
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86.

We shared the preliminary findings of the file sampling we conducted
(described below) and asked whether these reflected their experiences.
We also explored what response the forces should make to our findings
and how the police could improve public confidence when handling
allegations of discrimination.

Data collection
87.

We sampled closed complaint and conduct files concerning allegations
of discrimination. The differences in how these two types of cases are
conducted can be found in the diagrams in Appendix A. We recorded
quantitative and qualitative data from the files. At Greater Manchester
Police (GMP) and West Midlands Police (WMP), we viewed files from
2012-13. At West Yorkshire Police (WYP), there were fewer files and
no conduct cases at all, so we extended the period for complaint files to
2011-13 and to 2009-11 for conduct files. Overall, we sampled 202
files: 32 conduct files (where the matter was raised either internally or
by a member of the public who did not want to make a formal
complaint) and 170 complaint files (where the member of the public did
want to make a formal complaint).

88.

Below is a breakdown of the sample:
 32 conduct investigations
 94 complaint investigations
 55 local resolutions5
 21 complaint cases which were not progressed because
they were either withdrawn by the complainant, disapplied6,
or the police applied regulation 17/237

5

Local resolution is how low level complaints are concluded.
In certain limited circumstances the police may disapply the legislation to
recorded complaints. This means that they do not have to be dealt with under
the Police Reform Act.
7
This part of the legislation means the police are under no obligation to
continue with the complaint when associated criminal proceedings no longer
conflict with the complaint, provided that there is no contact from the
complainant or the complainant responds that they no longer wish to pursue
the complaint.
6
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Conduct

Conduct, 32

21
55

Withdrawn, Reg 17/23
or disapplied
LR Complaints

94
Complaint INV
Complaints,
170

89.

At GMP and WYP, we held discussions with two Investigating Officers
(IOs). At WMP, we spoke to the Head of the Assessment and
Improvement team and one of the heads of the Prevention and
Resolution team. For consistency, we asked prepared questions and
made notes of their responses. One of the IOs followed up their
response with an email.

Findings
Sample definitions and sizes
All files sampled

202

Conduct

conduct only

32

Complaints

complaints only

170

Local
resolutions

locally resolved complaints

55

Investigations

both complaint and conduct investigations

126

Progressed
cases

Locally resolved or investigated cases. Excludes
complaints that were withdrawn/subject to
regulation 17/23 or disapplied

181
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Progressed
complaints

Locally resolved or investigated complaints.
Excludes conduct investigations and those
complaints that were withdrawn/subject to
regulation 17/23 or disapplied

149

Early stages
Demographic information and recording
90.

The forces are required to record demographic information about those
who complain and what the complaint is about. 78 per cent (173) of the
223 allegations were about racial discrimination (some cases had more
than one allegation). This was not always entirely accurate. Often race
was recorded when faith was the correct protected characteristic and
some cases had multiple allegations of discrimination.

Race
Sex

78%

Disability
Faith
7%

Sexual orientation
Age
Offending History

5%
0%

1%

0%

4%
3%
2%

Social-Economic
Mental Health
Unclear

0%

91.

From the details that were recorded, most complainants were male,
Asian, and aged between 26 and 35. In 48 of the 170 complaints, no
ethnicity was recorded. In 46 cases, the complainant’s age was not
noted.
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Ethnicity

Asian
35%
Unknown
29%

Black
22%

Known
71%

White
3%
Mixed Race
3%

92.

White Other
8%

In some of the files, it was unclear whether these details had been
recorded. In other instances, the complainants did not want to provide
these personal details.

Age

26-35
22%
Unknown
34%

Known
66%

18-25
13%
76-85
1%
66-75
1%

36-45
15%
46-55
8%
65-75
1%

56-65
5%

93.

80 per cent (144) of the complainants were male.

94.

When WMP first writes to complainants, it sends a form to try to capture
the complainant’s ethnicity. Consequently, WMP had a better rate of
recording ethnicity – 86 per cent (66 of 77), compared to 50 per cent
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(25 of 51) at GMP, and 75 per cent (31 of 42) in WYP.

Ethnicity of complainants
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
Unknown
Recorded

WMP
11
66

GMP
26
25

WYP
11
31

Initial engagement
95.

We found that the Investigating Officer (IO) contacted the complainant
in 81 per cent (121) of the progressed complaint cases. This
percentage should be much higher. Where this did not happen, it was
sometimes because the IO did not follow up the first contact with the
complainant.

Case study
An administrative assistant spoke to the complainant and noted on the file
that the IO should contact the complainant to discuss their concerns
further. This did not happen.
This is a bad start to the investigation. A complainant who receives a
decision without having an opportunity to give their account will have no
faith in that decision.
96.

In our report into the Metropolitan Police Service’s handling of racism
complaints we noted that complaints fell into different categories. We
said:
“Sometimes they are allegations of blatant racist actions or behaviour,
such as racist name calling, or using racist language – usually
underpinned or accompanied by other overtly negative behaviours,
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such as intimidation, harassment, bullying or lack of professional
service delivery. However, the actions complained of may also take the
form of covert racism, where people of different racial, ethnic or national
background are in fact treated in a discriminatory way, unfairly or
poorly. In some cases, this is intentional. In others it is unintentional, as
a result of subconscious negative racial stereotypes that inform or
influence behaviour or attitudes.
The second type of behaviour is the most challenging to prove in an
investigation, as it is based on the perception of the complainant and
there is rarely any corroborative evidence to support the allegation.
However, such behaviour is likely to be more pervasive and hence
more harmful. Simply because officers recognise that it is not
permissible to express overtly racist beliefs does not mean that the
feelings and perceptions that lie underneath have necessarily
disappeared. Unconsciously or consciously, they may be exhibited in
the way certain individuals or groups are treated, spoken to, or indeed
avoided or ignored. What is far from evident to an officer may be very
apparent to a complainant, particularly if it forms part of a pattern of
experience. Furthermore, the perceptions of any complainant, and even
more so any community, will condition relationships between them and
the police, and therefore need to be acknowledged and responded to,
even if it is explanation, rather than blame, which is needed.”
97.

Our findings here mirror those findings. All three forces are struggling to
handle perception-based allegations for all types of discrimination. This
is particularly worrying when 47 per cent (101) of the discrimination
allegations that we assessed were perception-based.
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Overt Discrimination

Difference in, or less favourable treatment due to discrimination
Perception of discrimination based on interpretation of words used, attitude,
actions or behaviour
17%

47%
36%

98.

In these cases, it is essential to understand why the complainant
perceives that they have been discriminated against. This can only be
achieved by getting the complainant’s point of view. There must be
meaningful engagement with the complainant to explore why they feel
they were discriminated against. Of the 128 progressed complaint
cases, where contact was either attempted or made, only 41 (32 per
cent) of those cases had meaningful contact that engaged with the
complainant to try to understand their concerns. In three cases, there
were sound logistical issues that meant engagement was not
appropriate, and, in 25 cases, the complainant was responsible for the
fact there was no meaningful engagement. For nearly half the
complaints sampled, there was no contact beyond standard letters and
calls.

Case study
The complainant alleged that an officer, while issuing a ticket for driving
while using a mobile phone, was rude, overbearing and a bully. The
complainant felt that the officer’s behaviour was racist.
The IO met with the complainant and took a statement, recording a very
thorough account that got to the heart of why the complainant perceived
racism to be the motivation for the behaviour.
99.

The police must give complainants confidence that they will be listened
to, and taken seriously. We agree with the focus groups that there must
be meaningful contact with the complainant at this initial stage. This
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should be the case for all complaints. The person handling the
complaint should know how each complainant wants to be contacted.
Where appropriate, we encourage the force to meet with the
complainant because their account is their evidence and should be fully
explored as a standard line of enquiry.
Assessing the seriousness of the complaint/conduct matter
100. It is important to assess the seriousness of the allegation because this

informs the way the matter is handled.
101. If the reason for a complaint is assessed as one that would, even if

proven, not result in criminal or disciplinary8 proceedings, it can be
resolved locally. If it might result in further proceedings, it must be
formally investigated. If those proceedings could be misconduct
proceedings, it must be conducted under Special Requirements. This
means that it must be severity assessed9 to understand whether it
would constitute misconduct or gross misconduct if proved.
Gravity factors
102. The gravity factors are a useful guide to use when assessing how to

proceed and prompt the IO or the resolving officer to consider:
 Does the alleged discriminatory behaviour involve words, attitude
or actions?
 What was the impact of the alleged behaviour on the
complainant?
 What is the nature of the evidence supporting the alleged
behaviour and what other evidence is likely to be found?
 Did the person who experienced the alleged behaviour make the
complaint, someone on their behalf, someone who observed the
incident, or another police officer or member of staff?
 What does the complainant expect as an outcome for dealing with
the alleged discrimination?
 Has the impact of the incident affected, or is it likely that the
impact will affect, the wider community, or have a negative impact
on views about the police service?
 The investigator should also consider several issues that might
8
9

Formal performance or formal misconduct proceedings
Please see paragraph 106 for an explanation of the severity assessment
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impact on the degree of investigation required:
o Is anything relevant known about the police force or the
local police area?
o Is anything relevant known about the officer(s) or police
staff member(s)?
o Is anything known about the complainant?
o Were there any delays in receiving details of the complaint,
and will there be suspension considerations that could have
an impact on the progress of the investigation or collection
of evidence?
o Does the complaint raise other issues that will impact on
how the matter is dealt with?
103. The gravity factors were not applied in 82 per cent (149) of progressed

cases we sampled.

Gravity Factors
Not applied
82%

Applied
18%
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Case study
An officer posted inappropriate comments on Facebook regarding hearing
the Muslim call to prayer while visiting the hospital where her father was.
The gravity factors were not considered during the initial assessment of the
case. The force should have assessed the potential impact on the
community – if the officer had identified herself as a police officer on
Facebook or if her friends knew she was an officer, the inappropriate
comments could have a significant impact on members of the Muslim
community and would undermine their confidence in the police.
104. We also found that IOs failed to consider disciplinary history in their

assessment in 82 per cent (103) of progressed cases that were
subsequently investigated, rising to 91 per cent (55) of those that were
locally resolved. The IPCC’s Statutory Guidance expressly states that
an officer’s disciplinary history should be considered when the IO
conducts a severity assessment (see below). The officer’s complaint
and disciplinary history is essential when considering allegations of
discrimination because this can identify patterns of behaviour, which
can not only change the level at which the complaint should be
addressed, but can also be evidence to consider in any subsequent
investigation. The PSDs told us that they would always consider an
officer’s disciplinary history. It might be that this is poorly recorded, but
the file sampling evidence did not support their assertions.
Case study
The complainant was arrested and alleged that an officer used excessive
force when handcuffing him and called him a “stupid Paki”.
The complainant was a prominent member of his local community and
suggested that the officer had a poor relationship with the entire
community. The IO did not explore this assertion and failed to look at the
officer’s complaint history to see if there were any similar complaints
logged against the officer, which might indicate a pattern of behaviour.
105. The focus groups said that all allegations of racism should be

investigated on a criminal basis. Not all allegations cross the threshold
to be considered as potentially criminal, however, whether they are
about racism or any other form of discrimination. Complaints and
conduct matters should always be investigated at the appropriate level.
When discrimination allegations could result in criminal proceedings,
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the officers concerned should be served with formal investigation
notices10, and the investigation conducted as a criminal one.
Severity assessments
106. Once the force decides a matter might result in criminal or misconduct

proceedings, it must complete a severity assessment. This is the formal
decision about whether the allegations, if proven, would amount to
misconduct11 or gross misconduct12.This sets the basis of the
investigation. Twenty-five per cent (31) of the investigations had not
been assessed, or the assessment of severity was too low.

Severity Assessment
Incorrect/Not
present
25%

Correct
75%

Case study
An Asian man was brought into custody and placed under constant
observation because he was identified as a high risk detainee. He made a
complaint that one of the custody staff had mouthed “Paki” at him. It was
assessed as a performance matter.
Behaviour like this is overt racism, and, if proven, should be treated as a
conduct matter. An allegation of racism should not be treated as a
performance matter.

10

Regulation 15/16 notices
The conduct, if proved, would result in criminal or misconduct proceedings
12
The conduct, if proved, would justify dismissal
11
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Case study
A man was stopped and searched in the street. He complained that during
the stop and search, he had been called a “black bastard”, the correct
procedure was not followed, and excessive force used. The file showed
that this was assessed as misconduct only.
The IO emailed the officer, asking for a ‘quick account’ and told him that
there was no evidence to support the complaint, and that there was no
formal complaint against him personally.
This should have been assessed as gross misconduct.
107. The IPCC’s Statutory Guidance outlines how the police should handle

complaints, conduct matters and death or serious injury matters under
the Police Reform Act 2002. It states that severity assessments must
be fully reasoned and well documented. This was not so in the cases
we looked at. Typically, the only comment on the seriousness of the
complaint was: “not job-threatening”. The reason for this decision
should be fully reasoned.
Case study
"He knows xxxx's a twat and he's brown. Lol. X"
This was the content of a text message sent from one officer to another
about the second officer’s supervisor. This was assessed as misconduct.
There was no rationale for this decision. The only comment was that this
was "not serious enough to justify dismissal". This comment is borderline
for being gross misconduct, depending on the nuances of the situation.
The assessment should include more detail than this and explained the
basis on which it was considered to be misconduct only.
Appointing a resolving/investigating officer
108. For the purposes of this report, we will refer to both resolving officers

(officers appointed to locally resolve complaints) and investigating
officers (officers appointed to investigate complaints) as IOs.
109. In the focus groups, some people said that the police should not be

investigating themselves and that, in cases involving discrimination, an
external force (preferably the IPCC), should investigate. The police
complaints system does not give responsibility to the IPCC for
investigating all types of complaint and it would not be possible for the
IPCC to investigate every complaint of discrimination. The comments
expressed in the focus groups highlight the lack of faith in police forces’
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ability to deal properly with discrimination. Forces must build trust and
improve complaint handling. It is important they learn from complaints
and use this as part of continuous development.
110. The focus groups said that, where forces deal with complaints, the IO

should tell the complainant at the start if they have links with the officer
or staff member being complained about. This would be open and
honest. In some local resolution cases, it might be appropriate for the
IO to be in the line management chain, but telling complainants at the
beginning about any links will give the complainant confidence, and
also an opportunity to say if they feel the links are a conflict of interest.
Local resolution and investigations
111. The next stage is to move to the resolution of the complaint or conduct

an investigation. This section explores the quality of the work and the
judgements made.
112. We found that, overall, 60 per cent (33 of 55) of local resolutions and 44

per cent (56 of 126) of the investigations we sampled were not
conducted to an acceptable standard. We defined ‘not acceptable’ as
cases where something was substantively wrong with what they did –
for example, failing to follow multiple lines of enquiry. Defining an
investigation as ‘acceptable’ does not necessarily mean that we agreed
with the outcome or conclusions.
Difference in professional standards departments and divisional handling
113. Professional standards departments are centralised departments within

each police force, responsible for the way the force handles complaints.
In the sample, each PSD sent some of their progressed cases out to be
handled locally at divisional level. We found a clear difference in quality
between the work at PSD and at divisional level. 57 per cent (25 of 44)
of the investigations the division conducted were not acceptable,
compared to 38 per cent (31 of 82) of those the PSD investigated. 68
per cent (25 of 37) of divisional local resolutions were not acceptable,
compared to only 44 per cent (8 of 18) of PSD-led local resolutions.
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114. PSD staff are in a role dedicated to resolving and investigating

complaints and conduct matters, whereas at divisional level it is often
one of many tasks an officer has to perform. Another reason for the
difference is that, while PSD staff and officers had received training on
how to handle discrimination allegations, none of the divisional IOs had.
It is essential that everyone who handles complaints is trained to the
same standard and on the same areas, including how to deal with
allegations of discrimination. Training of divisional officers and staff who
handle complaints should be identical in content and substance to the
training PSD staff receive and should only leave out areas that are
never handled at divisional level.
115. It is a difficult situation for forces, which are facing financial pressures

and cuts to PSDs. Inevitably, this means more complaints will be
resolved and investigated on divisions. This means that the face of
complaints handling is changing and it is essential to promote best
practice on divisions.
Local resolution
116. Local resolution (LR) is a way to resolve complaints that would not

result in criminal or disciplinary proceedings and the manager of the
officer concerned is typically the one to do this. We found that, in a
large proportion of complaints where LR was used, it was unsuitable –
42 per cent (23) of those sampled. Part of the reason for this might be
that in 53 of the 55 cases, the gravity factors were not considered.
117. Discrimination is so serious that it will not usually be suitable for local
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resolution. Those that were suitable (32) were mostly ones based on
perception – 81 per cent (26). Not all perception-based discrimination
allegations are suitable for local resolution. Only where preliminary
enquiries identify that there might be a good explanation for the
perceived difference in treatment is local resolution an option.
Case study
An Asian man complained that he was being repeatedly stopped, as were
his colleagues, for vehicle and immigration checks. He asserted that this
was a UKBA issue and not something the police should be doing. He also
alleged that the same officer that kept stopping them illegally entered his
house.
This allegation is not suitable for local resolution, as the complaint is
asserting that the officer is abusing his authority and acting outside his
jurisdiction for racist reasons.
118. 60 per cent (33) of the local resolutions were not of an acceptable

standard. This was because discussions between the resolving officer
and the officer subject to the complaint were not recorded, there was no
resolution at all or, in some cases, discriminatory behaviour was
ignored altogether.
Officer accounts
119. The local resolution process will not work without the officer and the

complainant engaging with it. If an officer fails to cooperate with the
process, it should be abandoned and an investigation should start.
Case study
A complaint of assault and allegations about a racist comment was
referred to the IPCC. We determined that a local investigation should take
place. The complainant alleged that an officer said, “You people always
have drugs” when they were searching for drugs.
The complainant later withdrew the assault allegation so the force decided
to resolve the rest of the complaint locally. The force needed the IPCC to
agree to this course of action before going ahead because the IPCC had
determined that an investigation was necessary. The force did not ask for
this consent.
The officer complained about refused to cooperate with the local
resolution, after taking advice from his federation and replied “no
comment”. There is nothing further on the file.
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120. In 35 per cent (19) of the LRs, there was no account from the officers.

Of those 19 cases, only three were genuinely addressed without the
need for the officer to give an account. It is essential that the
complainant gets an explanation and in the vast majority of cases this
depends on an account from the officer.
Officer history
121. When a complaint is being locally resolved instead of investigated, it is

still useful to consider the officer’s past behaviour. We found that in 19
of the 55 cases, the resolving officer did not look at the officer’s history
when it would have been appropriate to do so. It is vital that the officer’s
complaints history is considered to identify whether there is a pattern of
behaviour.
Reviewed
officer history
9%

Appropriate
not to review
56%

Should have
reviewed
35%
King formula
122. The King formula is a useful tool when reaching conclusions on

discrimination complaints and is fully set out in the IPCC’s guidance on
dealing with allegations of discriminatory behaviour. It looks at the
difference between the way that the complainant was treated compared
to a member of the public with a different protected characteristic (for
instance of a different gender, race, or faith), whether there was any
disadvantage to the complainant, and whether there is an explanation
for the way that they were treated. We found that the forces were failing
to use this method – in 32 local resolutions the King formula should
have been applied.
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Case study
The complainant made it very clear in her complaint that she felt her son
had been arrested because he was black. The description officers had of
the offender was vague and did not match her son. As she was unable to
provide evidence for her perception, the division IO did not include this
allegation in her findings.
The professional standards department saw the final report and identified
that the King Formula had not been applied and the discrimination
allegation had not been addressed. They contacted the division IO and
explained how to use the King Formula and that she must apply it when
dealing with allegations of discrimination. The IO compiled a second report
and covering letter, which was sent two weeks later, stating: 'No evidence
to suggest the arrest was racially motivated'. There was no evidence that
the King Formula had been applied, despite the professional standards
department intervening.
123. These significant problems in the way local resolutions are being

conducted must be addressed as part of training for PSD staff, and
divisional staff in particular, as they deal with most local resolutions.
The IPCC issued a report in January 2014 about good practice in local
resolution. While it was not specifically about discrimination, the
principles apply when it is appropriate to attempt local resolution.
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Investigations
124. We found that even when complaints of overt discriminatory behaviour

were made, the police still missed obvious lines of enquiry.
140
120
100
80
60
40
20
0

Obtained
account
Technical issues
Appropriate didn't happen
Done
Should have happened

1
7
102
16

Assessed
Reviewed
all
Interview
officer
ed officer pertinent
history
evidence
3
40
83
23
25
97
63
15
29

King
formula

33
30
63

NB: The 102 investigations where the officer gave an account include the 25
where officers were interviewed.
Officer accounts
125. In cases of discrimination, it is important to obtain an account from the

officer. Sometimes this should be through formal interviews. In other
cases, it might be enough to accept statements, as long as they can be
probed further and a suitable record kept. Of the 126 investigations
sampled, 23 did not include the officer’s account. This was acceptable
in only seven of the cases, either because an account that they made at
the time was available or because other evidence captured their version
of events.
Case study
A complainant asserted that an officer had said to him: “You Pakis are all
the same”. The complainant then stopped cooperating with the force.
The IO commented that he did not consider it proportionate or correct to
seek a response from the officer as to whether he made the comment
because the complainant was no longer cooperating and decided that the
complaint was not upheld.
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126. In the cases where officers were asked to give an account, they were

often asked closed questions, such as: ‘Did you discriminate against
the complainant?’ This made it possible for the officer to simply deny
the allegation. This is unacceptable – asking exploratory questions is a
basic investigative skill. The officer’s account was explored further in
only one fifth of cases we sampled.
127. Of those 102 investigations that asked for officers’ accounts, there were

40 cases (39 per cent) where the accounts clearly required further
probing and it was not done.
Case study
An officer made discriminatory comments about members of the public
taking part in a Pride event to his colleague, who reported them:
1. “…they look like paedophiles some of these gay people, look at those
two there…”
2. “…are these gay people born with a hormone to make them talk in that
high voice…?”
3. “…they need to make more of an effort to fit in with normal people and
then they would be accepted more…”
4. When a transgender female asked a question, the officer said “Yes, sir”,
which caused offence. After the incident he said “Well I didn’t know, did I?”
The matter was originally referred to the IPCC, and we expressly stated
that the investigation should refer to our guidance on handling allegations
of discriminatory behaviour, and should robustly challenge the officer in
interview.
The officer was asked in interview to provide an explanation for each
comment he had made. The officer could not recall making two of the
comments, but denied making the other comments. This was accepted
entirely on face value and no further action was taken against the officer.
Officer history
128. In 63 investigations, the IO ought to have looked at the officer’s

previous history, but did not.
Officer interviews
129. Officers were interviewed in only 25 of the 126 investigations we

sampled. In three cases, the officer had resigned before interview or
was allowed to give a written statement because of their health. Of the
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98 investigations where no interviews occurred, the majority were
because the initial evidence gathering and/or the first account from the
officer fully addressed the complaint. However, there were 15 cases
that should have had interviews.
Pertinent evidence
130. We also found that clear lines of enquiry were being missed. In 23 per

cent (29) of investigations, the IO did not gather all the available
evidence that would have been proportionate to the complaint/conduct
matter, such as witness accounts, CCTV, call logs, and custody
records.
Case study
Officers went to the complainant’s brother’s home to ask him about a
BMW car that was outside his home. He was the registered keeper, but
the car was not taxed. The complainant alleged that the officer said: “Why
do you have white friends?” when there were white and black people in the
house. The complainant’s brother felt that this was racist.
The officers gave accounts, but there was no evidence of an account
being taken from the friends that were present. Neither the complainant
nor her brother was asked to give their version of events. This ignores the
complainant’s evidence and skews the investigation in the officer’s favour.
Case study
A police force campaign involved visiting members of the public to tell
them that they were banned from an event. The local press shadowed the
police while they visited people. A complaint was made that one of the
officers called a member of the public a “black bastard”.
The IO presumed that because the media was there, the alleged incident
could not have happened. The officer complained about provided a twoline email account that simply denied the allegation. The IO did not
challenge this. There were nine officers there, but the IO did not speak to
any of the other eight officers or the journalists.
King formula
131. In half of the investigations we sampled, it would have been appropriate

to use the King formula.
Comparators
132. Looking at how the officer has dealt with similar incidents by way of

comparison is a very useful way of investigating perception-based
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allegations. We found a good example of this in our file sampling.
Case study
A complainant alleged that he had been issued a fixed penalty notice
(FPN) for parking because of his race. The IO looked at the FPNs that the
officer had issued for a two-week period, to assess whether there were
any patterns in the officer’s behaviour.
Gross failings
133. In 11 investigations, there was no account from the officer when there

should have been, the officer’s history was not considered when it
should have been, clear lines of enquiry were missed, and the King
formula was not considered. These are the basic and essential parts of
an investigation into discrimination. It is unacceptable that these areas
are missed.
Withdrawn complaints
134. In 17 cases in our sample, forces recorded that the complainant

withdrew the complaint. Two of these were wrongly recorded as
withdrawn. They were actually non-cooperation cases and should have
been dealt with under another part of the legislation (i.e.
disapplied/dispensed or discontinued).
135. In cases where a complainant withdraws their complaint, police forces

must consider whether they should continue investigating regardless of
the fact that the complainant no longer wishes to pursue the matter.
This would mean they investigate it as a conduct matter and no longer
involve the complainant. Of the 15 that were genuinely withdrawn, eight
should have continued as conduct matters.
Case study
The complaint of discrimination was withdrawn when the officer was
dismissed because he was caught using false evidence in his defence
during the investigation.
Regardless of the fact that the officer was dismissed, there was an
outstanding serious allegation of discrimination that required a formal
conclusion.

Whistle blowing
136. 69 per cent of the conduct cases came from officers and police staff
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raising concerns about their colleagues. It is essential that officers and
staff are confident that they can report discriminatory behaviour.
Identified by
other sources
31%

Conduct
reported by
fellow officers
69%

137. There were 11 instances of alleged offensive behaviour towards

members of the public, which either the member of public reported (but
did not want to pursue a formal complaint) or were reported by another
officer who witnessed the behaviour. There were 15 instances of direct
conduct towards colleagues, which either they or another officer who
witnessed the behaviour reported. There were four cases where
offensive texts were distributed to colleagues, usually about other
colleagues, one case concerning comments on Facebook, and one
about a telephone call to a serving prisoner, which the prison service
reported. Of the 32 conduct cases, seven resulted from officers
reporting a colleague for inappropriate behaviour towards a third party.
It is a good sign that those officers are following standards in reporting
inappropriate behaviour.
Case study
A member of police staff finished a telephone conversation and turned to
his colleague saying, “Bleeding Paki”, about the person he was speaking
to on the phone and then did an impression of that person. His colleague
reported him.
138. At WYP no conduct cases about discriminatory behaviour had been

closed in the last two years. GMP had twelve and WMP had ten
complaints closed within the last year. This might mean that WYP are
taking too long to complete conduct investigations. The number of live
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WYP conduct cases was low. The difference in numbers suggests that
WYP officers are not reporting discriminatory behaviour to the same
extent as the other two forces, and this is a cause for concern.
139. One focus group had concerns about the support officers receive when

they raise concerns about their colleagues, and that officers who report
their colleagues should receive full support, counselling and protection.
In the files we sampled, we saw no evidence that officers who reported
their colleagues were unsupported by the force. We agree that officers
must be protected and encouraged to report wrong doing.
Making a decision
140. Only 94 of the 170 complaints cases that we examined were

investigated. It is striking and concerning that none of those 94
complaint investigations upheld the discrimination aspect of the
complaint. By contrast, nearly half of the 32 conduct investigations
instigated within forces themselves were upheld.
141. There were two cases where the IO upheld the complaint, but the PSD

overruled the decision. There were also two cases where the complaint
was not upheld, but the officer nevertheless received further training or
management action. There were three cases that might have resulted
in management action for the officer, which indicates that the complaint
or conduct matter was, or ought to have been, upheld. Record-keeping
on these files was so poor that it is impossible to definitively say
whether they were upheld.
Case study
A complainant alleged racial harassment and poor attitude while he was in
custody. The IO conducted a thorough investigation, probed officer
accounts, obtained CCTV, audio records and statements from witness
officers, and concluded that the complaint should be upheld. The PSD
overruled that decision, concluding that it should not be upheld. The officer
was subject to management action.
142. The graph below shows that in those three forces complaints of

discrimination are less likely to be upheld than other complaints that are
investigated. This compares our discrimination sample against
allegations rather than complaints (one complaint can have multiple
allegations). As a result, the graph below is not a direct comparison. It
does, however, clearly indicate that allegations of discriminatory
behaviour are less likely to be upheld than other types of allegation.
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143. One of the force PSDs told us that, although they had advised divisional

IOs to uphold investigations when there was sufficient evidence to do
so, they appeared scared to do so. Our file sampling supported this.
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144. The evidence showed another reason for the very low upheld rate was

that the officer’s version of events was given more weight than the
complainant’s account. In many cases it was enough for the officer
simply to deny the allegations.
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Case study
A complainant alleged that an officer asked about their race and
commented that they “looked like they had colour in them”. The only
record of the officer’s response was a note from the IO that said they
denied making the comment. The IO then noted that the complainant was
told that the officer did not remember, which was not what the officer had
said.
145. In 63 investigations, the King formula should have been applied, but

was not. The King formula is very effective when used appropriately.
We found one example of the King formula being applied well.
Case study
A complainant alleged that the police stopped him when he was driving,
but did not stop the person driving the car in front, who was white. The
complainant asserted that he was stopped because of his race. Applying
the King Formula, there was detriment to the complainant, as they were
given a fixed penalty notice for not wearing a seatbelt and for speeding.
There was also a difference in treatment because the officers did not stop
a white member of the public. There was an explanation for this treatment,
however, in that the complainant was driving faster than the person in
front, the officers were unaware of the race of the complainant or the other
driver when they stopped him and the complainant had not been wearing
their seatbelt.
Outcome proposals
146. Of the 126 investigations we sampled, it was not possible to tell in 33

cases (26 per cent) if the proposals for further action were appropriate
because they were not documented, it was unclear what the force had
proposed, or the investigation had been so inadequate that, if there
were proposals, they were unsupported by evidence-based
conclusions. In 14 cases, the force failed to identify learning. Of the
remaining 93 cases, 76 had the correct proposals for action.
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Not appropriate
14%
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appropriate
60%
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assess
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147. PSDs generally deal with the more serious allegations. Again, we found

a difference between PSD and division because the PSD handled three
quarters of the 76 cases with appropriate action proposals rather than
the division.
148. In certain cases there was a lack of evidence-based conclusions.

Case study
A complainant alleged that he had been repeatedly stopped by the police
because of his race. The complainant had been stopped 13 times, but the
IO only provided evidence to explain eight of those occasions. The IO did
not consider whether the complainant actually did match the description
given to police. Any patterns of behaviour from certain officers could not
have been identified from this investigation. One allegation was completely
ignored.
Quality when communicating final decisions
149. The final letter and report should be clear, free from jargon, and

informative. We found that in 62 per cent (92) of the progressed
complaints, outcomes were presented in a way that would undermine
any confidence that the complainant might have in the process, or in
their police force. One complaint had no decision on it at all because
the complainant had completely disengaged. The local resolution
decisions were noticeably worse.
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150. Some of the worst outcome letters were clearly constructed from set

templates. For instance, one began “Dear Complainant…” This is
impersonal and risks losing the complainant’s faith in the outcome.
151. The set phrase, “there is no evidence of any discriminatory behaviour”

was often used without any further explanation.
152. One particularly poor report gave away the fact that the IO had never

believed the complainant’s assertion that the actions of the officer were
racially motivated.
Case study
A complainant alleged that an officer had discriminated against him by
issuing him with a parking ticket because of the colour of his skin, when
others were not given tickets. The outcome report states: “I have
interviewed the officer. As discussed with you, I have never suspected
that he is in any way racially motivated”. This comment and attitude
undermines the fairness and integrity of the investigation.
153. The forces were thorough in their explanations when addressing non-

discriminatory complaints, but far less so when responding to
allegations of discrimination. In certain cases, there was evidence to
explain the decision, but it was not given in the final letter or report.
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Case study
A complainant felt that the fact that officers would not search houses near
the area his moped was stolen, and the way they spoke to him, was
motivated by racism. As part of the local resolution process, the officers
explained why they did not search the houses and that they had to
manage the complainant, who kept interrupting them when they were
trying to speak to a witness. None of this is captured in the final decision
letter, which just states that the officers have been given advice. It is
unclear what that advice was about.
154. In some cases, where there were multiple allegations, the final report

did not address the discrimination allegation at all. In one case, the IO
sent the report to their PSD to be checked. The PSD picked up on the
fact that the discrimination allegation was not addressed. The amended
report simply added one sentence to say that there was no evidence of
discrimination.
Misconduct proceedings
155. The handling of misconduct proceedings is outside of the Police Reform

Act and, therefore, the IPCC has no jurisdiction. We can recommend
and direct that proceedings take place, but the outcome is a matter for
the police force.
156. Seven conduct cases went to disciplinary proceedings; two of them

resulted in hearings, both of which resulted in the officer being
dismissed.
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outcome
53%

Rebuttal/Explan
ation accepted
without question
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investigation
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Wrong severity
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from beginning
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investigation
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investigation
3%

Meeting
failed
6%
Hearing failed
3%
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157. Five cases were scaled down from gross misconduct to misconduct

without explanation or justification. Of the five misconduct meetings,
two resulted in final written warnings, two in written warnings, and one
in management advice.
Case study
In one case an officer was arrested by another force for allegedly using
racist language when he was off-duty at a football match. This was initially
assessed as gross misconduct because, if proven, the likely outcome
would be dismissal. The officer gave no comment when interviewed in the
presence of a solicitor. This was the second time in two years he had been
arrested for football-related violence. The case was referred to the Crown
Prosecution Service (CPS), which decided not to proceed to court. The file
records that, “…there is no doubt that this incident has occurred as
described…”
A decision was made to downgrade to misconduct and take management
action. While the management action was strongly worded, this was clearly
gross misconduct, regardless of whether the CPS thought there was a
realistic prospect of conviction and the case should have gone to a
misconduct hearing on the available evidence.
Misconduct decisions are distinct and separate from criminal matters and
are judged to a different standard. While CPS decisions should inform
conduct decisions, there are other considerations, such as patterns of
behaviour, which clearly made this case one that should have gone to a
misconduct hearing.
158. Even when there are misconduct proceedings, there seems to be a lack

of understanding about their purpose and of the system.
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Case study
One misconduct hearing reached an inappropriate decision because the
system was confused with the previous regulations from 2004. Under the
previous legislation, possible outcomes of misconduct proceedings
included ones that would affect an officer’s career development. The
Taylor Reform of 2008 removed that option and made it clear that career
development, promotion and demotion should only be outcomes in
performance issues.
The hearing was about sharing lewd, offensive, and demeaning text
messages on a police-issued mobile phone. The messages were about
gender, race, faith, sexual orientation and disability.
The officer’s phone was seized and he was put on restricted duties. The
officer was going through Association of Chief Police Officers (ACPO)
rank exams at the time. He was thoroughly interviewed during the
investigation and went to a panel hearing.
In summing up, the panel “stepped back from dismissal” and gave him a
final written warning for offences that warranted dismissal, on the
understanding that he would not be promoted to senior officer level. It is
worrying that a Chief Superintendent who was potentially about to become
a senior officer was allowed to stay with the force under these
circumstances.
159. When written warnings are served they should not be seen as a

remedial measure, but as a breach of the Standards of Professional
Behaviour that will count against the officer if the behaviour is repeated.
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Case study
Colleagues reported an officer for using racist language and the officer
was given a written warning and put on an action plan.
She was reported again for making further racist comments. The
investigation resulted in a misconduct hearing. The hearing commented
that none of the officer’s colleagues had expressly used the word ‘racist’ in
their statements and that the officer was herself a member of an ethnic
minority. The hearing concluded that the issue was a “culture clash” and
that, as the officer was already on a written warning and an action plan to
remedy her behaviour, no further action was needed.
The continuation of racist behaviour after a written warning is an indication
that the action plan is not working and, more importantly, that the values
and ethics of the officer are not in keeping with what is required in a
modern police force.
160. In four of the cases that failed to reach an appropriate outcome, the

officers had a significant history of a similar nature. In two of those, the
whistleblower(s) were asked if they wanted to continue with their
allegations since the officer had denied them.
Case study
A number of officers complained, via their federation representative, about
alleged gender discrimination on the part of a sergeant. There were ten
allegations in total. The file suggested that the sergeant had been moved
previously, although it was unclear why, with a note that he could not be
moved again.
The IO spoke to the sergeant, who disputed eight of the claims and could
not remember the other two. The IO told the whistleblowers this and
asked if they wanted to take it any further and, if they did, he would start to
gather evidence. They chose not to and the matter was taken no further.
The sergeant was put on a development plan for duties and
responsibilities.
161. In an instance outside this project, the IPCC upheld an appeal on a

complaint (which was not one of discrimination) made to one of these
three forces, where the evidence clearly showed that an Inspector had
repeatedly abused her position to try and interfere in a child custody
battle between her partner and his former wife, even after being warned
by her supervisors following a complaint about her behaviour from the
force handling the custody dispute. The IPCC directed that a
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misconduct meeting should take place for discreditable conduct. This is
defined as:
…‘behave in a manner which discredits the police service or undermines
public confidence whether on or off duty’
162. The meeting broke the wording down to its component parts, ignored

the second half of it completely, and used the Oxford English Dictionary
for the definition of ‘discredit’. The meeting decided that there was no
failure to meet the standards. This is entirely inappropriate. Misconduct
proceedings should consider the conduct against the Standards of
Professional Behaviour as they are described in the legislation.
163. There was, however, one example of a well argued decision at

misconduct proceedings.
Case study
Colleagues reported an officer for using racially abusive language. A
member of the public had also complained about the officer and there was
a clear pattern of the officer using racist language. The investigation was
thorough and fully considered the officer’s equality and diversity training.
The misconduct hearing fully considered the officer’s history, which
included past racially abusive language, the probability that he had used
the language as described, despite some of it being denied, his length of
service, medical condition, the impact on his pension and his life as a
whole. The officer in charge of the hearing considered that the force
covered a very cosmopolitan area and that the force reflects that diversity,
and concluded that:
“…As far back as nearly two years ago [the officer’s] own Inspector
advised him about the inappropriate language towards a black woman,
one could be forgiven for considering this a wakeup call, but since then he
has been advised by colleagues and his Sergeant and yet clearly did not
understand the risks he was taking…I get the definite feel of a man who
believes his moral compass is set right and [the force] and the rest of
society is out of kilter…I have considered all options in sanction but believe
that there is, sadly no place for you in [the force] as I believe you would
reoffend as I am not at all sure you believe that what you did was
fundamentally wrong. Accordingly I therefore apply the sanction of
summary dismissal.”
This was a very strong example of a well-reasoned and balanced rationale
at misconduct proceedings.
164. The focus groups said that misconduct hearing panels should be

independent of the police, with the IPCC sitting on all panels. Current
legislation does not allow for this, and it would be impractical for the
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IPCC to sit on all disciplinary panels. There are calls for greater
transparency and independence in police disciplinary proceedings,
however. There are only certain circumstances in which the IPCC can
make representation at a misconduct hearing – for example, if we have
directed that one takes place. The Home Office is currently reviewing
police disciplinary procedures and the IPCC formally responded to their
consultation in August 2013.
Training
165. One PSD explicitly thanked us for raising the profile of diversity training

– it had repeatedly been postponed and was now back on the top of the
list. This lack of training both results in complaints and is also the
reason for poor handling of those complaints and any subsequent
misconduct proceedings.
Front line officers and staff
166. Focus groups told us that many communities feel disconnected from

the police. The overwhelming feedback from the focus groups was that
the police do not understand the communities they serve. This was, to a
large degree, supported by our file sampling. We asked the three forces
what current training they give new officers. One force puts all new
officers through a computer-based diversity training course, along with
a workbook-based training course, while the other two forces include
diversity training as part of their initial training. None of the forces
described a course that involved their local communities.
167. We also asked the forces what refresher training they provide. One

force had no refresher training on diversity issues and only officers who
have joined since 2010 will have any awareness of the changes
brought about by the Equality Act 2010. The other two forces confirmed
that all officers and staff had refresher training on the Equality Act 2010
when it was brought in. All three forces confirmed that there is no
regular scheduled refresher training – further training would only occur
if there was another change in legislation.
168. The forces appear to be missing a considerable opportunity to access

detailed, specific training from communities that are more than willing to
assist. Forces need to understand the complexities of the communities
they serve. Greater continuous development and training is required.
Using local community expertise in training could help build
understanding and also confidence.
Complaints handling officers and staff
169. Officers dealing with complaints need to be trained and supported to

conduct local resolutions and investigations. Many complaints based on
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perception are reinforced by an apparent lack of understanding during
the investigation. There will always be a need for forces to investigate
some matters locally, and they must have the opportunity to restore
public confidence themselves by dealing appropriately with complaints.
However, staff need support in understanding what is different and what
is required in discrimination investigations.
170. The IPCC’s guidance is not being used well, if at all, currently. Two of

the forces were unaware of the guidance, despite the fact that it has
been issued and reminders have been sent. This is partly because of
high turnover of staff dealing with complaints. The only force that knew
about our guidance on dealing with allegations of discriminatory
behaviour was the one that gave every new IO a week of compulsory
training, including how to handle allegations of discrimination. The other
two forces do not provide new IOs with any training. None of the forces
provide their divisional IOs with any training.
171. We do, however, accept that the current IPCC guidance on dealing with

allegations of discriminatory behaviour needs updating and could be
more usable. We are committed to revising it, with engagement from
forces and community groups.
172. That said, PSDs and forces in general have a responsibility to satisfy

themselves that they are following the existing guidance if they are
going to improve their handling of complaints, and secure the
confidence of those who have cause to complain, as well as the wider
public.
Sharing best practice
173. The focus groups were also keen for best practice to be shared. The

IPCC has created a new publication – Focus – as a result of our
previous work on local complaints handling. This gives practical
guidance on handling complaints, conduct matters, and death and
serious injuries (DSIs) under the Police Reform Act (PRA). We
published the first issue, on direction and control, in early May. We will
publish the second issue in June and, thereafter, will publish an edition
every two months.
174. Future editions will cover PRA-compliant decision making in

investigations and the quality of investigative actions, as well as sharing
best practice on local resolution. This will address a number of the more
general complaint handling issues we saw in this project.
175. We will share this report with all police forces and PCCs to encourage

forces to review their practices against our findings. We will be
consulting on our guidance on dealing with allegations of discriminatory
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behaviour in the coming year.
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Appendix A

COMPLAINTS

Complaint
received by
Appropriate
Authority

Is it a PRA
complaint?

Referral is possible at
any time once recorded

No

Right of appeal
against NR to
IPCC

Yes

Upheld

Preliminary
Enquiries

Disapplying the
legislation

Not
Upheld

No Further Action

Granted

No Further Action/
Limited Action

Refused
Withdrawal (at any time)
Suitable for local
resolution

Yes

No

Local Resolution
Investigation

Discontinuance

Regulation 23 (by force;
no response following
suspension)

Upheld

Appeal against LR

Not
Upheld

No Further Action

Granted

No Further Action/
Limited Action

Refused

Performance

Misconduct

Gross
Misconduct

Appeal against
INV
Ongoing special req.
assessment throughout
investigation

Not
Upheld

Learning for future

Upheld

Yes

Re-investigation
needed?

No Further Action

No

Recommendations

No Further Action

Directions
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CONDUCT
MATTERS

Conduct Matter
identified by
Appropriate
Authority

Referral is possible at
any time once recorded

Preliminary
Enquiries
Ongoing special req.
assessment throughout
investigation

Would the conduct, if
proved, justify criminal or
disciplinary proceedings?

No

Yes

Is the conduct
matter
recordable?

Low level internal
investigation

Misconduct

No

Yes

Special
Requirements
Investigation
(non-PRA)

Special
Requirements
Investigation
(PRA)

Gross
Misconduct

Gross
Misconduct

Misconduct

Refused

Discontinuance

Granted

No Further Action/
Limited Action
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